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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT
　Direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) calculations of the rotational relaxation of nitrogen in an

isothermal bath and through a normal shock wave are performed using classical trajectory calcula-

tions (CTC) and an improved intermolecular potential in order to make a physically accurate database

for the assessment and improvement of DSMC rotational relaxation models. The statistical inelastic

cross-section (SICS) model is modified by taking the total scattering cross section as the variable soft

sphere (VSS) cross section and calibrated so that the rotational temperature relaxation in an isother-

mal bath compares reasonably with the CTC−DSMC data over an appropriate range of bath tempera-

tures. The modified SICS (MSICS) model is applied to the DSMC calculation of the rotational relax-

ation of nitrogen through a normal shock wave. Comparisons of the MSICS results with the CTC−

DSMC data and experimental measurements indicate that the MSICS model improves the physical

accuracy of the SICS model.

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords : Rotational relaxation model, Direct simulation Monte Carlo method, Classical trajectory

calculations, Normal shock wave

I. INTRODUCTION

　Direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) calculations 1

of the rotational relaxation in rarefied gas flows are mostly

performed using some computationally efficient phenom-

enological models of Borgnakke−Larsen type, 2 while fur-

ther studies 3-5 were made to improve the physical accu-

racy of DSMC rotational relaxation models. Wysong and

Wadsworth 6 assessed the phenomenological models by

comparing DSMC calculations of the rotational relaxation

of nitrogen in isothermal and adiabatic baths and through

normal shock waves with the bath calculations using the

state−to−state rate constants of the quasiclassical fitting

law (qECSE model) 7 and with the experimental shock

wave measurements. 8 It is indicated that the physical

accuracy of the phenomenological models is not satisfac-

tory.

　In previous papers, 9-11 the classical trajectory calcula-

tions (CTC) for the collision of two rigid diatomic mol-

ecules have been coupled with the DSMC method. The

CTC−DSMC method provides a physically accurate data-

base for the assessment and improvement of DSMC ro-

tational relaxation models if an accurate intermolecular

potential is used. For nitrogen, an improved potential

energy surface (PES) was constructed by van der Avoird

et al. (AWJ) 12 and some of the AWJ potential parameters

were readjusted by Cappelletti et al. 13 to yield the PES8

potential, which has been verified to be sufficiently accu-

rate by comparing with various experimental measure-

ments.
　In the present paper, the PES8 potential is used for

CTC−DSMC calculations of the rotational relaxation of

nitrogen in an isothermal bath and through a normal

shock wave. The bath calculation is made over a wide

range of bath temperatures 100−10000K (regardless of
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the vibrational excitation) to obtain an appropriate set of

rotational relaxation data. Because the PES8 potential

requires a large amount of computation time, the shock

wave calculation is made only for a high Mach number of

12.9 to see the agreement with the experimental mea-

surements of Robben and Talbot. 8

　The statistical inelastic cross−section (SICS) model was

previously proposed 3,14,15 as a phenomenological cross−

section model, where the elastic cross section is taken to

be the variable soft sphere (VSS) cross section. 16,17 Con-

sidering that the VSS model is valid for molecules with

rotational degrees of freedom, in the present paper, the

SICS model is modified by taking the total scattering cross

section as the VSS cross section and calibrated so that

the rotational temperature relaxation in an isothermal

bath compares reasonably with the CTC−DSMC data over

an appropriate range of bath temperatures. The modified

SICS (MSICS) model is applied to the DSMC calculation

of the rotational relaxation of nitrogen through a normal

shock wave to compare the MSICS results with the CTC−

DSMC data and experimental measurements. 8 The de-

tails of the null-collision DSMC procedure18,19 for the

MSICS model are described for the convenience of a simu-

lation replication.

II. CTC-DSMC CALCULATIONS

A. Improvement on CTC-DSMC method

　The present CTC−DSMC calculations are performed

using the CTC−DSMC method described in Ref. 9, where

the classical trajectory calculations for the collision of two

rigid diatomic molecules are made by solving a set of ca-

nonical equations of motion with a rigid rotor constraint

in the Cartesian coordinate system using a variable−step

eighth−order Runge−Kutta formula. In order to improve

the physical accuracy of CTC−DSMC data for nitrogen,

the intermolecular potential is taken as the PES8 poten-

tial. The maximum impact parameter bmax for the PES8

potential may be taken as that derived 9,20 from the attrac-

tive term of the isotropic Lennard−Jones potential using

the truncation of the scattering deflection angle less than

0.05°,

/
max LJ LJ LJb max[ ( / ) , ],1 63 24 3= σ ε ε σ (1)

S

with the collision diameter σLJ=3.681A and the well depth

εLJ/k=91.5K for nitrogen, where ε is the relative transla-

tional energy and k is Boltzmann's constant. For bmax given

by Eq. (1), the initial intermolecular separation R0(>bmax)

may be taken as

maxR . b .0 1 1= (2)

It is noted that Eqs. (1) and (2) are more accurate than

Eqs. (18) and (20) of Ref. 9 and should be substituted for

them.
　Because experimental and theoretical rotational distri-

bution functions are often presented for the discrete ro-

tational energy, the continuous rotational energy Er is

quantized by a commonly used method 21 to obtain the

rotational distribution function yj of even quantum num-

bers j for nitrogen. If Er lies between the discrete rota-

tional energies Ej-1 and Ej+1, then Er is ascribed to

Ej=kθrj(j+1), where θr is the characteristic rotational tem-

perature taken to be 2.875K for nitrogen; i.e., the quan-

tum number j is obtained from the continuous quantum

number jc defined by Er=kθrjc(jc+1) as
/

c r r

c

j [ ( E /k ) ]/ ,
j int[( j )/ ],

1 21 1 4 2
2 1 2

= − + + θ
= × + (3)

where int[X] denotes the integer part of X.

B. Rotational relaxation of nitrogen in isothermal bath

　The CTC−DSMC calculation of the rotational relax-

ation of nitrogen in an isothermal bath, where the mo-

lecular number N is taken to be 10000, is performed for

the zero initial rotational energy (temperature) at the bath

translational temperature T=100, 300, 1000, 3000, and

10000K. The velocity distribution function is fixed to be

the Maxwellian at the bath temperature and, therefore,

the molecular velocities before collision are chosen from

the Maxwell distribution function and those after colli-

sion are discarded. The rotational temperature is obtained

to be Tr=<Er>/k from the mean rotational energy <Er> of

all the molecules in the bath.
　The relaxation of the rotational temperature Tr normal-

ized by T is shown in Fig. 1, where the time t is normal-

ized by the collision time t0=[nπσLJ2(2kT/m)1/2]−1, n and

m being the molecular number density and mass, respec-

tively. It is indicated that the rotational relaxation becomes

slower at the higher bath temperature in accordance with

the well−known fact that the rotational collision number

increases with the increase in the translational tempera-

ture.
　The relaxation of the rotational distribution function yj

normalized by the degeneracy gj=2j+1 relative to that of
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the ground level, (yj/gj)/(yo/go), is presented in Fig. 2 for

the bath temperature T=300K. It is indicated that the ro-

tational distribution function relaxes to the Boltzmann

distribution function (straight line) via a bimodal form

represented approximately by the merging of two

Boltzmann distribution functions. Wysong and

Wadsworth 6 obtained the rotational distribution function

by solving the isothermal master rate equation with the

qECSE rate constants for the initial rotational tempera-

ture of 2.9K at T=300K. The qECSE rotational distribu-

tion function is plotted at the time t=τe (t/to=0.51) and

t=5τe (t/to=2.56), where τe is the collision time evaluated

to be 22 1.06 × 10−10s for n=2.687 × 1019cm−3. It is ob-

served that the rotational relaxation is somewhat slower

for the qECSE model than for the PES8 potential. The

discrepancy between the qECSE model and the PES8

potential was also indicated by Wysong 22,23 and may be

ascribed to some uncertainties of the qECSE model 7 with-

out rotation−to−rotation transitions.

C.  Rotational relaxation of nitrogen through normal

shock wave

　The CTC−DSMC calculation of the rotational relax-

ation of nitrogen through a normal shock wave is made

for the upstream Mach number M1=12.9 and tempera-

ture T1=9.15K to see the agreement with the experimen-

tal measurements of Robben and Talbot. 8 The cell width

∆x along the streamwise coordinate x normalized by the

upstream free path λ1=(n1πσLJ2)−1, n1 being the upstream

number density, is taken to be ∆x/λ1=0.1 and the average

molecular number per cell is taken to be about 100.
－　The profiles of normalized number density n=(n-n1)

－
/(n2-n1), translational temperature T=(T-T1)/(T2-T1), and

－
rotational temperature    Tr=(Tr-T1)/(T2-T1) are shown in

－ －
Fig. 3 as compared with the measured data of n and  Tr,

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the upstream and

downstream conditions of the shock wave, respectively,

and the position x is normalized by the sonic free path

L*=η(T*)/ρu employed in Ref. 8 with the viscosity coeffi-

cient η(T*) at the adiabatic sonic temperature T* and the

constant mass flux ρu. The CTC−DSMC profiles obtained

previously using the extended Morse (EM) potential 9

are also plotted. A comparison of the profiles between the

PES8 and EM potentials indicates that the rotational re-

laxation is a little faster and the agreement with the mea-

sured profiles is even better for the PES8 potential than

FIG. 1. Rotational temperature relaxation in an isothermal
bath obtained by CTC−DSMC calculation with the
PES8 potential for the zero initial rotational
temperature at the bath temperature T=100, 300,
1000, 3000, and 10000K.
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FIG. 2. Relaxation of rotational distribution function in an
isothermal bath obtained by CTC−DSMC
calculation with the PES8 potential ( 〇 ) for the
zero initial rotational temperature at the bath
temperature T=300K. The rotational distribution
function obtained by solving the master rate
equation with the qECSE rate constants (− − −, Ref.
6) for the initial rotational temperature of 2.9 K at
T=300K is plotted at the time t=τe (t/to=0.51) and
t=5τe (t/to=2.56). BD denotes the Boltzmann
distribution function at the bath temperature.
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for the EM potential. It is noted that in the upstream

portion of the shock wave the CTC−DSMC rotational tem-

perature begins to rise gradually before the steep rise of

the measured data. The discrepancy in the upstream por-

tion may possibly be caused by low temperature uncer-

tainties of the CTC−DSMC calculation without quantum

effects or of the experimental measurements.
　The relaxation of the relative rotational distribution

function (yj/gj)/(yo/go) is shown in Fig. 4 as compared

with the experimental measurements. The rotational dis-

tribution function relaxes to the Boltzmann distribution

function via a bimodal form represented approximately by

the merging of two Boltzmann distribution functions at the

upstream and downstream temperatures in good agree-

ment with the experimental data except in the upstream

portion of the shock wave, x/L*=−10.3 (3.0 turns) and −8.2

(3.5 turns). The discrepancy in the upstream portion may

also be attributable to low temperature uncertainties of the

experimental measurements with the straight line extrapo-

lation at the high quantum numbers (j > 6) [see Fig. 5(a)

of Ref. 8] or of the CTC−DSMC calculation.
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－FIG. 3. Profiles of normalized number density (n) and
－ －

translational (T) and rotational (Tr) temperatures
through a Mach 12.9 shock wave obtained by
CTC−DSMC calculation with the PES8 potential
( ─ ) as compared with the experimental data

－ －
(Ref. 8) of n(〇) and Tr (\) and the CTC-DSMC
profiles for the extended Morse potential (− − −,
Ref. 9).
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III. MSICS CALCULATIONS

A. MSICS model

　The SICS model for the continuous rotational energy 14

is modified by taking the total scattering cross section

σt(ε) as the VSS cross section 16,17; i.e.,

t ( ) c .−ωσ ε = ε      (4)

The probability density function P(χ) of the scattering

deflection angle χ is also given by the VSS model 3,16

P( ) cos ( / )sin( / ).2 1 2 2α−χ = α χ χ      (5)

The values of the VSS parameters c, ω(<_0.5), and α for

nitrogen are given in Table II of Ref. 17; i.e., c = 499.5, ω =

0.359, and α = 1.784 for low temperatures T <_ 300K and c=

134.4, ω =0.172, and α =1.362 for high temperatures T >

300K.
　The rotationally inelastic cross section

∆σr(ε;ξ1,ξ1';ξ2,ξ2') for the rotational energy changes from

ξ1 to ξ1' in the range of ∆ξ1' and from ξ2 to ξ2' in the range

of ∆ξ2' between the collision molecules 1 and 2 with the

rotational energies ξ1 and ξ2 before collision, respectively,

is expressed in the statistical form

       r t r( ; , ; , )/ ( ) (E, , ) ,1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2∆σ ε ξ ξ ξ ξ σ ε = ζ ξ ξ ∆ξ ξ’ ’ ’ ’ ’’      (6)

where E is the total energy given by

E
,

1 2

1 2

= ε + ξ + ξ
= ε +ξ + ξ’ ’ ’       (7)

ε and ε' being the relative translational energies before

and after collision, respectively, and ζr(E,ξ1',ξ2') is the

rotational cross-section function satisfying the obvious

condition

r (E, , ) , E.1 2 1 20ζ ξ ξ = ξ + ξ ≥’ ’ ’ ’       (8)

The functional form of ζr(E,ξ1',ξ2') is determined from

the principle of detailed balancing 14

t r t r( ) (E, , ) ( ) (E, , )1 2 1 2εσ ε ζ ξ ξ = ε σ ε ζ ξ ξ’ ’ ’ ’       (9)

to be

      r t(E, , ) C(E)(E ) (E ).1 2 1 2 1 2ζ ξ ξ = −ξ −ξ σ −ξ −ξ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’      (10)

Using Parker's rotational energy gain function 3,24,25

∆Er(ε), the function C(E) is determined from the rota-

tional energy gain relation 14

r t rE ( ) ( ) [ ( ; , ; , )/ ]( )d d1 2 1 2 1 2 1 22 0 0∆ ε σ ε = ∆σ ε ξ ξ ∆ξ ξ ξ + ξ ξ ξ∫ ’ ’ ’’ ’ ’ ’ ’(11)

to be

r tC(E) ( )( )( ) E (E)/[E (E)].42 3 4= − ω − ω − ω ∆ σ     (12)

∆Er(E) for the VSS model is given by 25

{
}

/ * /
r

*
r

E (E) E/( ) ( / )[ ( )/ ( / )](EE )

/Z ,( / )E

3 2 1 2

2

1 2 1 3 2

2 4 ∞

∆ = + α + π Γ + α Γ + α

+ + π  (13)

where E* is the potential well depth taken to be εLJ and Zr∞

is an adjustable parameter corresponding to Parker's

limiting rotational collision number. 24

　Because the total rotational cross section defined by

r r( , , ) [ ( ; , ; , )/ ]d d1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2σ ε ξ ξ = ∆σ ε ξ ξ ξ ξ ∆ξ ∆ξ ξ ξ∫ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’    (14)

is given by

r r t( , , ) [( ) E (E)/E] ( ),1 2 4σ ε ξ ξ = − ω ∆ σ ε     (15)

a modification is required to satisfy the obvious condi-

tion

r t( , , ) ( ).1 2σ ε ξ ξ ≤ σ ε    (16)

It may be a consistent modification to represent σr(ε,ξ1,ξ2)

as

r t r( , , ) ( )/Z (E)1 2σ ε ξ ξ = σ ε    (17)

with the rotational collision number function Zr(E) de-

fined by

r r/Z (E) min[ ,( ) E (E)/E].1 1 4= − ω ∆    (18)

The elastic cross section is given by

e t r

t r

( , , ) ( ) ( , , )
( )[ /Z (E)].

1 2 1 2

1 1
σ ε ξ ξ = σ ε − σ ε ξ ξ

= σ ε −    (19)

B.  Null-collision DSMC procedure

　The null−collision DSMC procedure for the MSICS

model is described for the molecular collision simulation

during a time step ∆t in a cell with a volume V and a

molecular number N.

(a) For the total scattering cross section given by Eq. (4),

the maximum value of gσt(ε) for all of the collision pair

with relative velocity ggggg (g=|ggggg|) and translational energy ε
= µg2/2, µ being the reduced mass, is evaluated as

max t max

max t max

S max[g ( )], g g
g ( ),

= σ ε ≤
= σ ε    (20)

where gmax is the maximum value of g for all the collision

pairs and evaluated to be 2vmax from the maximum veloc-
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ity vmax of all the molecules in the cell and εmax=µgmax2/2.

Assuming that all the collision pairs have the same maxi-

mum value of Smax, the collision frequency (including null

collisions) ν is given by

max(S /V)(N / ).2 2ν = (21)

(b) A time interval ∆tc between successive collisions is

given by

ct ln(R)/ ,∆ = − ν (22)

where R is a uniform random number in the range (0, 1).

When the summation of ∆tc exceeds ∆t, the molecular

collision simulation in the cell ends.

(c) A collision pair is randomly chosen from all the mol-

ecules in the cell, because all the collision pairs have the

same collision probability per unit time, Smax /V. If the

same molecule is selected, then the collision is taken to

be null and the procedure (b) is repeated. The collision

is determined to be real or null by the respective prob-

abilities

real t max

null real

P g ( )/S ,
P P .1

= σ ε
= − (23)

If the collision is null, then the procedure (b) is repeated.

If the collision is real, then the collision is determined to

be rotationally inelastic or elastic by the respective prob-

abilities

r r t r

e e t r

P ( , , )/ ( ) /Z (E),
P ( , , )/ ( ) /Z (E).

1 2

1 2

1
1 1

= σ ε ξ ξ σ ε =
= σ ε ξ ξ σ ε = − (24)

(d) For the rotationally inelastic collision, the rotational

energies ξ1' and ξ2' after collision are assigned by the

acceptance−rejection method with the normalized prob-

ability function

r rP( , ) (E, , )/max[ (E, , )]

[ ( )/E] ;
1 2 1 2 1 2

1
1 21 −ω

ξ ξ = ζ ξ ξ ζ ξ ξ

= − ξ + ξ

’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’

’ ’ (25)

i.e., if ξ1'=R1E and ξ2'=R2E satisfy the conditions ξ1'+ξ2'<E

and R3<_P(ξ1',ξ2'), then ξ1' and ξ2' are accepted as the

rotational energies after collision, where R1, R2, and R3

are uniform random numbers.
　Assigning a deflection angle χ from Eq. (5) as

/cos R ,12 1αχ = − (26)

the velocities after collision vvvvv1' and vvvvv2' are calculated from

the velocities before collision vvvvv1 and vvvvv2 of the collision

molecules 1 and 2, respectively, as

/

( )/ / ,
( )/ / ,
( / ) ( cos sin ),

1 1 2

2 1 2

1 2

2 2
2 2

1

= + +
= + −

= − ∆ξ ε χ + χ

’ ’

’ ’

’

v v v g
v v v g
g g G

(27)

where ∆ξ=ξ1'+ξ2'−ξ1−ξ2 and GGGGG=(Gx, Gy, Gz) is given by

x yz

y x y z yz

z x z y yz

G g sin ,
G (g g sin gg cos )/g ,
G (g g sin gg cos )/g ,

= −

= −

= +

φ
φ φ
φ φ

(28)

in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), in which ggggg=vvvvv1−vvvvv2=(gx,

gy, gz), gyz=(gy2+gz2)1/2, and φ is the azimuthal angle

assigned to be φ=2πR.

(e) For the elastic collision, the rotational energies are

not changed and the velocities after collision are given

by Eq. (27) with ∆ξ=0.

(f) If vmax>_max(|vvvvv1'|,|vvvvv2'|), then the procedure (b) is re-

peated; otherwise the procedure (a) is repeated with

vmax=max(|vvvvv1'|,|vvvvv2'|).

C. Rotational relaxation of nitrogen in isothermal bath

　The calibration of the MSICS model is made for nitro-

gen by adjusting the parameter Zr∞ of Parker's rotational

energy gain function so that the DSMC calculation of the

rotational temperature relaxation in an isothermal bath

reproduces reasonably the CTC−DSMC data. The VSS

parameters are taken as the low−temperature values for

T<_300K and the high−temperature values for T>300K.

T
r/
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0.8
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0.2
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t/t0
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FIG. 5. Rotational temperature relaxation in an isothermal
bath obtained by DSMC calculation with the
MSICS model ( ─ , Zr ∞ =10) for the zero initial
rotational temperature at the bath temperature
T=100, 300, and 1000K as compared with the CTC−
DSMC data for the PES8 potential (− − −).
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Because the MSICS model may be too simple to repro-

duce the details of the CTC−DSMC data over a wide

range of bath temperatures, the calibration is made in an

appropriate range of bath temperatures. In the present

paper, the calibration is made mainly at T=300K and the

value of Zr∞ is determined to be 10. Figure 5 shows that

the rotational temperature relaxation for Zr ∞ =10 com-

pares fairly well with the CTC−DSMC data for T=100,

300, and 1000K, where the DSMC molecular number N

is taken to be a large value of 10 6 by taking account of the

computational efficiency of the MSICS model.
　A comparison of the relative rotational distribution

function (yj/gj)/(yo/go) with the CTC−DSMC data is

presented in Fig. 6 for T=300K. It is indicated that the

agreement is reasonable at the early (t/to<0.5) and final (t

/to>4) relaxation stages but at the middle stage (0.5<t

/to<4) the MSICS distribution function follows somewhat

inadequately the CTC−DSMC relaxation to the Boltzmann

distribution function. The DSMC rotational distribution

functions obtained by Wysong and Wadsworth 6 using

the constant (Zr=5.6) and variable [p(εc)] probability mod-

els of Borgnakke−Larsen type for the initial rotational

temperature of 2.9K at T=300K are plotted at the time t=τe

(t/to=0.51) and t=5τe (t/to=2.56). It is observed that the

rotational relaxation is slower for the Zr=5.6 and p(εc)

models than for the MSICS model.

D. Rotational relaxation of nitrogen through normal

shock wave

　The MSICS model is applied to the DSMC calculation

of the rotational relaxation of nitrogen through a Mach

12.9 shock wave to compare the MSICS results with the

CTC−DSMC data and experimental measurements. 8 The

VSS parameters are taken as the low−temperature val-

ues. The cell width ∆x is taken to be the same as that

employed in the CTC−DSMC calculation but the average

molecular number per cell is taken to be a large value of

about 1000.
－　The profiles of normalized number density n, transla-

－ －
tional temperature T, and rotational temperature Tr are

shown in Fig. 7 as compared with the CTC−DSMC data
－ －

and the measured data of n and Tr. A comparison between
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FIG. 6. Relaxation of rotational distribution function in an
isothermal bath obtained by DSMC calculation
with the MSICS model (\, Zr∞=10) for the zero
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the MSICS profiles and the CTC−DSMC data indicates

that the MSICS profiles rise a little faster than the CTC−

DSMC data in the front portion of the shock wave. It is

pointed out that the agreement with the experimental

measurements is considerably better for the MSICS

model than for the SICS model (Fig. 4 of Ref. 14) and the

Zr=5.6 and p(εc) models (Fig. 8 of Ref. 6).
　The relaxation of the relative rotational distribution

function (yj/gj)/(yo/go) is presented in Fig. 8 as com-

pared with the CTC−DSMC data and experimental mea-

surements. In the upstream portion of the shock wave,

x/L* =−10.3 (3.0 turns) and −8.2 (3.5 turns), the MSICS

distribution function agrees fairly well with the CTC−

DSMC data and reveals a large deviation from the experi-

mental data at the high quantum numbers. In the middle

portion of the shock wave, the MSICS distribution func-

tion shows a bimodal form consistent with the CTC−

DSMC and measured data but relaxes to the Boltzmann

distribution function somewhat slower than the CTC−

DSMC and measured data.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

　The CTC−DSMC method is applied to the simulation of

the rotational relaxation of nitrogen in an isothermal bath

and through a normal shock wave using an improved in-

termolecular potential. The bath calculation makes a set

of rotational relaxation data over a wide range of bath tem-

peratures. The shock wave calculation reproduces well

the experimental measurements except in the upstream

portion of the shock wave. The CTC−DSMC data may

serve as a physically accurate database for the  assess-

ment and improvement of DSMC rotational relaxation

models.
　The MSICS model is derived by modifying the SICS

model for the continuous rotational energy and the value

of the adjustable parameter of Parker's energy gain func-

tion is determined for nitrogen by fitting the rotational

temperature relaxation in an isothermal bath to the CTC−

DSMC data over an appropriate range of bath tempera-

tures. The MSICS model is applied to the DSMC calcula-

tion of the rotational relaxation of nitrogen through a nor-

mal shock wave to see the agreement with the CTC−

DSMC data and experimental measurements. Because

the MSICS model shows an improvement over the SICS

model in the agreement with the experimental shock

wave measurements, it may be of interest to apply the
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MSICS model to DSMC calculations of the rotational re-

laxation in rarefied gas flows. It should be remarked that

some simple expressions for the rotational collision num-

ber function Zr(E) are assessed using the CTC−DSMC

database but no other expression is found to be prefer-

able to that derived from Parker's energy gain function.
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APPENDIX

　In order to make a further database for the assessment

and improvement of DSMC rotational relaxation models,

the Monte Carlo simulation of the translational and rota-

tional relaxation of nitrogen test−particles (TP) in an iso-

thermal (equilibrium) heat−bath of nitrogen is performed

using classical trajectory calculations and the PES8 po-

tential. The test−particles initially have the Maxwell (trans-

lational) and Boltzmann (rotational) distribution functions

at the initial temperature T0 and are infinitely dilute in

bath molecules maintaining the constant bath tempera-

ture Tb. Because the interaction between test-particles

may be ignored, the test−particle Monte Carlo (TPMC)

method [K. Koura, Phys. Fluids 66666, 3473 (1994)] is em-

ployed instead of the DSMC method and coupled with

classical trajectory calculations (CTC). The CTC−TPMC

calculations are made on the parallel computing system

with the total number of test−particles N=33600.
　The relaxation of the translational and rotational tem-

peratures in the heating (T0<Tb) and cooling (Tb<T0) pro-

cesses is shown in Figs. A1−A5 for the initial and bath

temperatures (50K, 100K), (50K, 300K), (100K, 300K),

(300K, 500K), and (300K, 1000K), where the time t is nor-

malized by the collision time tb=[nbπσLJ2(2kTb/m)1/2]−1,

nb being the bath number density. As is expected, the

rotational temperature approaches the bath temperature

slower than the translational temperature and the rota-

tional relaxation becomes slower with increasing the ini-

tial and bath temperatures. It is of interest to note that

the rotational relaxation is slower in the heating process

than in the cooling process at low temperatures (<_500K)

but, at high temperatures (>_1000K), the rotational relax-

ation is slower in the cooling process than in the heating

process. It should be remarked that available DSMC ro-

tational relaxation models may not simultaneously repro-

duce the heating and cooling results.
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FIG. A3. Same as Fig. A1; (100K, 300K). FIG. A4. Same as Fig. A1; (300K, 500K).
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